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Abstract:
The objective of this article is to investigate the variation of fertility across Spain’s geographic areas between
1981 and 2018, to highlight spatial change over three decades of major fertility transformations. During
the last decades, Spanish fertility decreased considerably to below replacement levels. Although total
fertility remains below replacement level in Spain, there are important differences in subnational trends
that seem to concentrate around certain areas. Starting from the assumption that there is fertility diversity
across the country, which persists over time and such variation is not random but rather spatially driven,
we aim to describe the divergence from national trends and analyse the dynamics of spatial patterns of
fertility over time with spatial analysis tools. Using from Spanish municipality data, we use 910 territorial
units that ensure spatial contiguity and construct yearly fertility indicators derived from census and register
data, encompassing fertility by age, birth order, and age at childbirth. We investigate the spatial patterns
of fertility and their changes over time, by means of spatial and correlogram analysis, exploring the effects
of neighborhood definitions. Results confirm the presence of spatial autocorrelation for all variables
throughout the considered timeframe, both at global and local scale. The considered time frame depicts
substantial changes in the distribution of low and high fertility clusters, reshaping the geographical
distribution of fertility in Spain, with big metropolitan areas as leaders in high fertility, as childbearing is
deeply impacted by labor market covariates.
The fertility decline in Spain has driven total fertility to below replacement levels in a short period of time,
shifting the classical North-South divide of low-high fertility into an East-West clustering, with economic
centres such as cities becoming the new focal points of higher fertility. The descriptive and econometric
spatial approaches adopted in this article, together with the detailed data available for this study, make it
possible to appreciate the scale of fertility changes across the country, its heterogeneity across regions, and
the evolution of fertility determinants over time.
Keywords: Fertility; time series; Spain; spatial demography; subnational fertility.
JEL Classification: J11; C31.

La cambiante geografía de la fecundidad en España (1981-2018)
Resumen:
El objetivo de este artículo es investigar la variación de la fecundidad en las áreas geográficas infraprovinciales de España entre 1981 y 2018, resaltando el importante cambio espacial que acompañan casi
cuatro décadas de transformaciones de la fecundidad. Durante las últimas décadas, la fecundidad española
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descendió considerablemente hasta situarse por debajo de los niveles de reemplazo. No obstante, existen
importantes diferencias geográficas que parecen concentrarse en determinadas áreas del territorio.
Partiendo del supuesto preliminar de que existe diversidad de la fecundidad en todo el país, que persiste a
lo largo del tiempo y que dicha variación no es aleatoria, sino que está correlacionada espacialmente,
nuestro objetivo es analizar la dinámica de los patrones espaciales de fecundidad a lo largo del tiempo con
las herramientas propias de la econometría espacial.
A partir de los datos de base de los municipios españoles, hemos construido 910 unidades territoriales
como agrupaciones de municipios que garantizan la contigüidad espacial y la significación estadística. Con
esa información estimamos indicadores de fecundidad anuales de intensidad y calendario derivados de los
datos de censos, padrones y del movimiento natural de la población, que abarcan la fecundidad por edad,
orden de nacimiento y edad al momento del parto entre 1981 y 2018. Investigamos posteriormente los
patrones espaciales de fecundidad y sus cambios en el tiempo, mediante el análisis espacial y la elaboración
de correlogramas, explorando los efectos de las definiciones de vecindario. Los resultados confirman la
presencia de autocorrelación espacial para todas las variables empleadas en el análisis a lo largo del período
considerado, tanto a escala global como local. El marco temporal considerado muestra cambios sustanciales
en la distribución de los conglomerados de baja y alta fecundidad, remodelando la histórica distribución
geográfica de la fecundidad en España, con las grandes áreas metropolitanas como líderes actuales de una
mayor fecundidad, ya que la maternidad se ve profundamente afectada por las covariables del mercado
laboral.
La disminución de la fecundidad en España ha llevado a la fecundidad total a niveles por debajo de los
niveles de reemplazo en un corto período de tiempo, cambiando la división clásica Norte-Sur de
fecundidad baja-alta hacia un agrupamiento Este-Oeste, con los centros económicos urbanos que se erigen
como los nuevos puntos de mayor fecundidad. Los enfoques espaciales descriptivos y econométricos
adoptados en este artículo, junto con los datos geográficos detallados disponibles para este estudio,
permiten apreciar la escala de cambios de la fecundidad en todo el país, su heterogeneidad entre regiones
y la evolución de los determinantes contextuales de la fecundidad a lo largo de los últimos 40 años.
Palabras clave: Fecundidad; series de tiempo; España; demografía espacial; fecundidad infraprovincial.
Clasificación JEL: J11; C31.

1.

Introduction

Demographic phenomena are spatial in nature as human populations are not randomly located in
space, with settlement patterns dependent upon both contextual environment and geographical attributes.
One of the most important studies in this regard is the Princeton European Fertility Project, an
investigation of European childbearing from a moderate to a low fertility regime, occurred across the last
two centuries (Coale and Watkins, 1986). Adding the regional dimension was pivotal to the study in order
to capture differences in fertility behavior, distinguishing between leaders and laggers in fertility decline,
driven by socio-economic effects as well as evidencing the role of cultural backgrounds (Anderson, 1986;
Sharlin, 1986).
During the past few decades, the increasing availability of subnational scale data has led to renewed
attention toward spatial demography (Klüsener et al. 2014; Lesthaeghe and Lopez-Gay 2013;
Schmertmann, Potter, and Cavenaghi, 2007; Vitali, Aassve, and Lappegard, 2015). Recent studies
investigate the importance of regional diversity in demography noting some degree of consistency
throughout time among regions with varying degrees of cultural or socio-economic homogeneity (Basten,
Huinink, and Klüsener 2011; Brown and Guinnane 2002). Studies of Spanish fertility have dealt, for the
most part, with the analysis of childbearing at national level (Fernández Cordón, 1986; Saez, 1979), while
less attention has been paid to its spatial features. Spanish fertility has been known vary significantly across
regions (Arpino and Tavares, 2013): a later and lower fertility in the Northern regions (Gil-Alonso, 2000);
an earlier and higher fertility in the Central and Southern regions; a significantly earlier transition to low
fertility in with the Catalan speaking areas (Catalonia and the Balearic Islands in the North-East) seen in
the 18th century (Leasure, 1963; Livi-Bacci, 1968a, 1968b).
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Subnational studies of Spanish fertility employ regional or provincial rates (Devolder, Nicolau, and
Panareda, 2006, Delgado Pérez 2009; Gil-Alonso 1997). The result of these studies is a misleading
suggestion that fertility trends have converged, but this is because they have missed to capture real
variability across smaller areas. To overcome this, in this paper we investigate the fertility changes over the
last three decades from a finer geographical scale, to detect how fertility varies across time, whether there
are statistically significant spatial trends and clusters, and whether its geographical distribution has evolved.
The data employed overcome information loss due to large agglomerations by using areas obtained from
aggregations of municipalities (comarcas), which simultaneously guarantee both spatial variation within
provinces and rate stability as the aggregation process requires a minimum population of 20,000
inhabitants per area.
The selected time series comprises around four decades, from 1981 until 2018, as this period
encompasses the most salient events in the evolution of Spanish fertility in recent years: the marked
decrease of fertility indicators during the late 1980s and early 1990s, the concomitant postponement of
childbearing to later ages, the recent recuperation of fertility rates started in the early 2000s, and the
dampening and ongoing effects of the circa 2008 economic crisis.
The paper is organized as follows: first we will document the descriptive measures employed and
summarize the most important changes in fertility over the last three decades; next, we will describe the
role of neighbor definition and distance in defining global spatial autocorrelation. Lastly, we will present
findings derived from local measures of spatial autocorrelation, their clustering and their change over time.
Our approach involves employing different neighboring definitions to study spatial autocorrelation
patterns, both globally and locally, to make sure clustering trends are statistically significant and not
random. Lastly, we employ a spatial econometric regression model to investigate the socio-economic
determinants of fertility, for each year in which covariates are available. The results of this study portray a
multi-faceted and continuous evolution of fertility across time with varying degrees of spatial
autocorrelation responding to various key events, with an underlying geography that is more complex than
regional and provincial borders.
We generated maps showing the geospatial distribution of fertility and associated components using
R Studio version 1.2.5019 and applying shapefiles and comarcas definitions from the Instituto Nacional
de Estadística (INE). We conducted our statistical analysis using using RCran packages rgdal and spdep,
and created data visualizations in ggplot2 and ggmap.

2.

Data and methods

2.1. Data
To compute fertility indicators, we used data from live births and population numbers. Data on
births consist of raw numbers of births by mothers’ age group (5 year increments from age 15 to 49), and
further delineated by single calendar year starting from 1981 up to 2018 and by birth order (first, second,
third and above). Data on female population consist of five-years age groups counts and were reconstructed
from specific microdata sources provided by INE: Vital Statistics Microdata 1979-2018; Census
Microdata 1981, 1991, 2001 and 2011 and Population Register Microdata 1986, and from the yearly
Padrón Continuo database 1998-2018. The inter-censal estimates are obtained through a cohort
interpolation method, which allows to get mid-year population numbers by 5 years age groups. The
covariates employed in the spatial regression model (Table 3) are elaborated from the microdata census of
1981, 1991, 2001, and 2011. All data are grouped by 910 comarcas, which are agglomerations of
municipalities that in year 1991 had at least 20,000 inhabitants and are based on a previous work
implemented by INE for 1991 micro-census data (see Herrador & Alvarez, 2007). This municipal
agglomeration was first realized by the Spanish National Institute, INE, for the 1991 census and later
employed for the realization of microdata sampling for the same census. The geographical aggregation of
municipalities benefits from a constant number of areas in order to ensure a balanced econometric
regression, thus all comarcas for previous and subsequent years (before and after 1991) were aggregated
accordingly. The choice of such grouping reduces the strong spatial heterogeneity of the 8,114 Spanish
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municipalities and eschews the yearly variation of their number1 (8,131 as of 1st of January 2020). To
appreciate the difference in geographical units between Autonomous Communities, comarcas and
municipalities, table 1 summarizes in the first two columns the total population in two census years 1981
and 2011, the number of comarcas used in our study, as well as municipalities and population density as
per the last census. To exemplify how the grouping of municipalities gathers into comarcas, figure 1
presents Castile and Leon Autonomous Community, the most sparsely populated region in Spain as well
as the one with the highest number of municipalities: the agglomeration process downsizes 2250
municipalities into 76 comarcas, a substantial difference that allows for stability in fertility indicators,
avoiding null occurrences and exposures.
TABLE 1
Summary of regions characteristics for selected years.
Population
1981a

Population 2011b

Number of
Comarcas

Number of
Municipalitiesb

Population
densityb

Total

37741460

47190493

910

8123**

93.3

Andalucía

6460827

8424102

176

772

96.2

Aragón

1197708

1346293

29

732

28.2

Asturias

1129104

1081487

24

78

102

Balearic Islands

656937

1113114

19

67

223

Canary Islands

1371325

2126769

33

88

285

Cantabria

514409

593121

15

102

111.3

Castile and León

2585113

2558463

76

2250

27.2

Castile - La
Mancha

1650592

2115334

63

920

26.6

Catalonia

5957841

7539618

121

948

203.2

Valencian
Community

3656952

5117190

101

543

220

Extremadura

1065712

1109367

40

385

26.6

Galicia

2809608

2795422

84

315

94.5

Madrid

4698724

6489680

36

179

808.5

Murcia

959266

1470069

21

45

129.9

Navarra

509887

642051

17

272

61.8

Basque Country

2143569

2184606

48

251

302

La Rioja

254983

322955

7

174

a

64
b

Source: Own elaboration of data, excluding Ceuta and Melilla. Source Census 1981 INE, www.ine.es Source Census
2011 INE, www.ine.es

1

INE reports yearly changes of municipalities due to: (1) the creation of new ones, (2) the disappearance due to assembling of two
or more municipalities.
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FIGURE 1.
Castile and Leon 2248 municipalities (in grey) and 76 comarcas (in black)

Source: Own elaboration of data from www.ine.es

2.2. Fertility indexes
In this study we incorporated several fertility measures to analyse spatial patterns, using the data
described in section 3.1 for the time period 1981-2018. Births are available on a yearly basis for this period;
however, the continuous population register only provides yearly data at the municipal level from 1998.
Thus, for population before 1998, we use estimates from the 1981 and 1991 population census and the
1986 census derived from the population register and interpolated the yearly figures using a cohort
approach. The final dataset contains female midyear population counts for 7 five-year age groups, 38
calendar years from 1981 to 2018, 910 geographical areas, and three birth orders (first, second, third and
above). We then compute three sets of indicators, for total and parity specific fertility levels: Age Specific
Fertility Rates (ASFR), Total Fertility Rates (TFR), and Mean Age at Childbearing (MAC).

2.3. Method
In this paper we have used and tested different types of classical contiguity definitions and arbitrarily
defined distances to look at the effect of neighborhood definition on spatial autocorrelation over time. In
particular, we have used definitions based on boundaries and distance as shown in Table 2.
Distance band defined neighborhood relations are constructed on a pre-determined centroid
distance between each i and j pair of spatial units. The number of connections for each area usually varies,
and depending on the selected distance, there may be empty sets of neighbors. K-Nearest Neighbors ranks
spatial units and creates sets each containing the exact same number k of closest units to i.
Boundaries based contiguity definition relies on whether spatial units share a boundary or not. The
weight matrix can also be row-standardized according, and divided by the number of neighbors or
alternatively variance-stabilized (Tiefelsdorf and Griffith, 1999). In this study we have implemented all
aforementioned standardizations in order to evaluate their impact on spatial autocorrelation measures.
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First order queen contiguity denotes a set of boundary points b of unit i, which share at least a single
boundary point, whereas, first order rook denotes a set of boundary points b of unit i, which share a
positive proportion of their boundary, thus having length >0.
The choice of comparing different neighborhood matrices relies upon the fact that, in spatial
analysis, the selection of a particular proximity definition can substantially impact spatial autocorrelation,
as will later be shown through correlogram analysis. In our study, we offer a quantifiable overview of how
spatial autocorrelation varies with the neighborhood definition. Once the spatial neighbor list has been
defined, we define the spatial weight matrix so that the weights for each areal item sum up to unity.
Distance and neighboring relations between different areas can be useful to understand how spatial
dependence works and on "how close places need to be" in order to be related, or in other words, spatially
autocorrelated. Of the various tools used in spatial econometrics to understand spatial dependence,
Moran's I Index is one of the most frequently used to help quantify the global level of autocorrelation.
Moran’s I is the index obtained through the product of the variable considered, y, and its spatial lag, with
the cross product of y and adjusted for the spatial weights considered:
𝐼 =

∑!
"#$

!
∑!
%#$

∑!
"#$
#"%

∑!
%#$

(%" &%)(%% &%)

∑!
"#$

(%" &%)

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗

(1)

where n is the number of spatial units i and j, yi is the ith spatial unit, 𝑦 is the mean of y, and wij is
the spatial weight matrix, where j represents the regions adjacent to i. Moran’s I can take on values [-1,+1],
where – 1 represents strong negative autocorrelation, 0 no spatial autocorrelation and 1, strong positive
autocorrelation.
This measure can be broken down into its local components in order to identify clusters of areas
with variables displaying similar values, where clusters are defined as observations with similar neighbors
(Anselin, 1995). The procedure is known as Local Indicators of Spatial Association (LISA), where the
Local Moran’s I decomposes global Moran's I into its contributions for each location. These indicators
detect clusters of either similar or dissimilar values around a given observation. The relationship between
global and local indicators is quite simple, as the sum of LISAs for all observations is proportional to
Moran's I. Therefore, LISAs can be interpreted both as indicators of local spatial clusters and as
pinpointing outliers in global spatial patterns.
The measure for LISAs is defined as:
𝐼(𝑑) =

(%" &%) ∑!
%#$
∑!
"#$

#" % (%" &%)
()" *))

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗

(2)

!

where the global mean is assumed to be an adequate representation of the variable of interest y.
In order to understand the effect of distance on spatial autocorrelation, we measure Moran’s I using
the correlogram (Cliff and Ord, 1981, 1970; Goovaerts, 1997) technique for various variables at different
points in time. Plotting Moran’s I over increasing distance, I(d), thus obtaining a correlogram, can be
particularly insightful as it produces an easily understandable depiction of how spatial autocorrelation
evolves as the distance between centroids rises. In our study, we constructed correlograms by employing
the R package pgirmess (Giraudoux, 2013), which uses Sturges’ method (Sturges, 1926) to compute the
optimal number of bins and uses normal approximation to test for significance:
𝐼(𝑑) =

$ !
∑
, "#$

∑!
%#$ #",% (%" &%)(%% &%)
$ !
∑"#$ (%" &%)(
!

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗

(3)

where I(d) is Moran’s I correlation coefficient as a function of distance d, yi and yj
and are the values of the variable at locations i and j, W is the sum of the values of the matrix, and N is
the sample size.
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We carried out this analysis first using mainland Spain, 858 areas excluding Canary and Balearic
Islands, applying a correlogram analysis for all the indicators considered in this study. Since one of our
main hypotheses was that spatial autocorrelation reflects the highly cultural and linguistic heterogeneity
in the country, we implemented the same technique for each macro-region with at least 30 comarcas (see
figure 2 and table 1 for details), to understand whether there are unique spatial autocorrelation paths, and
if those paths differ across macro regions. The grouping of mainland regions with fewer than 30 units aims
at maintaining historical and cultural information.
TABLE 2.
Summary of the Contiguity neighbors used for the neighborhood matrix
Family

Distance Based

Boundaries Based

Type

Contiguity

Distance band

1. 5 nearest neighbors

K-Nearest Neighbors

2. 10 nearest neighbors

(KNN)

3. 15 nearest neighbors

Spatial Contiguity

1. First Order Queen (FOQ)
2. Second Order Queen (SOQ)
3. First Order Rook (FOR)
4. Second Order Rook (SOR)

FIGURE 2.
Subdivision of Spain into macro-regions

1 = Galicia
2 = Asturias y Cantabria
North West
3 = Basque Country
4 = North East
5 = Catalonia
6 = Castile and Leon
7 = Urban Madrid
8 = Castile La Mancha and Murcia
9 = Valencian Community
10 = Extremadura
11 = Andalusia
12 = Balearic Islands
13 = Canary Islands

Source: Own elaboration of data.
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Results

Spain is a highly diverse country, where geography plays a crucial role in defining spatial patterns of
fertility. Starting from the assumption that there is fertility diversity across the country, which persists over
time and that such variance is not random but rather spatially driven, we aimed to describe the divergence
from national trends and analyze the dynamics of spatial patterns of fertility over time by means of spatial
analysis. We have structured the results section in three parts: a description of subnational fertility over
the last 38 years, a global spatial autocorrelation analysis using Moran’s I and correlogram analysis to assess
the variation of spatial autocorrelation of fertility indicators with different neighboring definitions through
time, and lastly employing measures of local spatial association, LISA, to assess the evolution of
geographical dependency across years and to identify spatial clusters of fertility.
To facilitate the geographical reading of the results we have grouped the 910 areas into 13 macroregions (see figure 2 and table 1), which try to preserve historical, linguistic, and cultural boundaries. This
grouping of Autonomous Communities into larger regions is the definitive version of various tests, which
provide the best readability of our results. We joined the province of Madrid together with Toledo and
Guadalajara (Burns et al. 2009); Castile and La Mancha with Murcia, Asturias, and Cantabria (NorthWest); Aragon, La Rioja, and the Foral Community of Navarra (North-East).
In the analysis, we do not include any indicator for migrants’ fertility. Recent studies (Arango and
Finotelli, 2009; Devolder and Bueno, 2011; Devolder and Cabré Pla, 2009; Devolder and Trevino, 2007;
Recaño and Roig, 2006) have emphasized how the migrants’ influx has impacted Spanish birth rates,
contributing substantially to the latest fertility recuperation. Nevertheless, given the concentration of
migrants predominantly in big cities such as Barcelona and Madrid, and the lack of significance for spatial
measures of migrants’ fertility, we prefer to focus our attention to the whole population without
differentiating by nationality.

3.1. Descriptive
Since the mid-1970s, Spain has been quickly approaching under-replacement fertility levels,
reaching its lowest-low levels (<1.3 children per woman) in 1993 (Kohler, Billari, and Ortega, 2002) with
mean age at childbirth steeply increasing past 30 years old (Sobotka, 2008). Even though this decrease
slightly reversed later, with childbearing postponement slowing and fertility increasing to 1.45 children
per woman up until the 2008 economic crisis, which has lowered childbearing, TFR swung back up to
1.26 children per woman in 20182. Such changes in childbearing have not been geographically
homogeneous throughout Spain, but rather characterized by the presence of a sizable regional variability.
Since 1981, the steep decline in fertility led to levels as low as 1.16 children per woman in 1996. Such
decline was universal in Spain, but some areas displayed substantially different levels of fertility, ranging
from 2.2 to 0.8 children per woman. Thus the decrease in fertility described by national level rates does
not fully capture the geographical differences already present in 1981: a clear North-South line centered
on Madrid, with Andalusia, Extremadura, Castile la Mancha, Murcia, and Valencian Community
displayed high fertility, while the North (Catalonia, North-East, North-West, Basque Country and
Galicia) registered below replacement fertility, with the province of Burgos (Castile and Leon), and
Pontevedra (Galicia) already below 1 child per woman (Figure 3 and 5). In 1981, 10 areas out of 910
already had a mean age at childbearing slightly above 30 years old. Every year after, this number almost
doubled, with the biggest jump occurring between 1993 and 1994, which saw an increase in the count of
areas with a mean age at childbearing above 30 years old from 112 to 210 (Figures 4 and 5).
By the mid-1990s fertility reached a lowest-low point in Spain (<1.3), again with important
differences between regions: the North of the country reaching minimal levels as early as 1993 (Asturias
and Cantabria) and 1995 (Catalonia), the South seeing a slow decline in fertility until 2002 (Andalusia
Castile La Mancha, Extremadura), and the Canary Islands never ceasing to have declining fertility levels
(see Figure 3).
2

Source: INE, Demographic Indicators.
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During the mid-1990s, the North of Spain was once again leader of the lowest fertility in the country
and the highest mean age at childbearing, while the South kept somewhat higher levels in fertility (1.38
children per woman in Andalusia versus 0.8 in the North-West), and lower mean age at childbearing (27.1
years old in Andalusia versus 30.2 in the Basque Country), in 1997. The rapid childbearing postponement
characteristic of the 1990s began slowing down (Goldstein, Sobotka, and Jasilioniene, 2009) due to the
following factors helping to place fertility onto a recuperation path: tempo effects (Sobotka et al. 2012),
the improvement of the labor market (Adsera, 2005), and the influx of immigrants (Roig and Castro,
2007). However, this reversal in fertility trends came to a halt in 2008, the year before the onset of the
Great Recession, which saw levels of overall fertility at its highest since the mid-1980s. A very interesting
feature of this transition lies in its spatial dimension, as fertility seems to undergo a profound geographical
‘redistribution’. Between 1981 and 2011, the North-South classical division of low-high fertility rotated
to an East-West division, also centered on Madrid and encompassing Galicia, Castile and Leon, the NorthWest (Asturias and Cantabria) and Extremadura as low-fertility areas (Gil-Alonso, 1997; 2000), whereas
big cities and extended urban areas reveal the (relatively) highest fertility (Basque Country, Catalonia,
Murcia, Sevilla, and Urban Madrid) as highlighted by Bayona-i-Carrasco et al. (2016). Such East-West
divide seems to persist also during the economic recession, with relative high fertility concentrating in big
cities and on the East coast.
To assess the spatial dimension of the recent fertility evolution and whether such transformations
imply a spatial dimension rather than a random pattern, we implemented several steps. First, we applied
Moran’s I index to test the presence of underlying non-random spatial autocorrelation over time. Second,
our correlogram analysis helped determine the spatial scale and its significance for all the areas and for
each macro-region. Lastly, our local analysis of spatial clusters provided a visual interpretation of fertility
variation through our timeframe locating high and low fertility clusters and their evolution over time.
FIGURE 3.
Boxplot for total fertility rate between for selected years by big regions

Source: Own elaboration of data, excluding Ceuta and Melilla. Source: INE
https://www.ine.es/dynt3/inebase/es/index.htm?padre=2043&capsel=2047
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FIGURE 4.
Boxplot for mean age at childbearing between 1981 and 2018 by big regions

Source: Own elaboration of data, excluding Ceuta and Melilla. Source: INE
https://www.ine.es/dynt3/inebase/es/index.htm?padre=2043&capsel=2047.

FIGURE 5.
Total fertility rate and mean age at childbearing for years 1981 and 2018
1981
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2018
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30.5
29.3-30.5
28.3
29.3
28.3-29.3
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Source: Own elaboration of data, excluding Ceuta and Melilla. Source: Vital Statistics Microdata 1979-2018; Census
Microdata 1981, 1991, 2001 and 2011 and Population Register Microdata 1986 and annual statistics 1998-2018, INE.
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FIGURE 6.
Total fertility rate and mean age at childbearing for the first birth order in 1981, 1997 and 2018
1981
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0.75-0.8
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0.6
0.7
0.5
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0.5
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1st Order
30.5
>>30.5
29.4-30.5
29.4
30.5
28.5-29.4
28.5 29.4
27.4-28.5
27.4
28.5
2626-27.4
27.4
24.8-26
24.8
26
<24.8
< 24.8

Source: Own elaboration of data, excluding Ceuta and Melilla. Source: Vital Statistics Microdata 1979-2018; Census
Microdata 1981, 1991, 2001 and 2011 and Population Register Microdata 1986 and annual statistics 1998-2018, INE.

3.2.1. Global Moran’s I
Moran’s I quantifies the global level of autocorrelation and discerns whether the process under study
is random or statistically significant, for a selected variable given a certain neighborhood matrix
specification. The selection process is not a trivial issue and can substantially impact the results as it reflects
the intensity of a geographical relationship between areas, changing the total number of neighbors.
Therefore, in this study we applied Moran’s I test for all variables for the considered period (1981-2018)
comparing results for various neighborhood specifications using different contiguity definitions and
deliberately chosen distances.
The neighborhood type that captures spatial autocorrelation the best is first order rook contiguity,
which has the advantage to overcome issues derived from using irregular polygons maps with varying
surface areas and distances between centroids, while focusing on shared borders. This preliminary analysis
is important as it demonstrates how every geographical structure requires a different, if not at the very
least, a carefully chosen neighbors definition.
Moran’s I is positive and statistically significant (pvalue0.05) for all variables and for all
neighborhood specifications throughout the years, suggesting that in this study there is spatial
autocorrelation and the nearby areas tend to display similar fertility behaviors. TFR (Figure 7) shows a
positive and statistically significant value for all birth orders over the whole considered time frame, and
first order rook contiguity exhibits the highest spatial autocorrelation pattern. This outcome implies that
in this study, fertility is a “small scale” phenomenon, with spatial autocorrelation decreasing with
increasing lags or distance.
Moran’s I measured for TFR does not keep constant throughout the years, with fluctuating trends
for all variables. For instance, Moran’s I measured for TFR at third birth order decreases by 35% in 38
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years, from 0.75 to 0.5. This decrease may suggest that the occurrence of third births is getting less
dependent on spatial structures, meaning that over time neighboring areas decrease their similarity. On
the other hand, TFR for second birth order increases, emphasizing the bigger importance of space and
location for the variable, thus the tendency to cluster together for similar values increases. First birth order
fertility presents a zigzagging pattern. It is interesting to notice that the year of the minimum 1998, (1.14
children per woman) and of the maximum 2008, (1.45 children per woman) are those of fertility
contraction and increase respectively.3 This last finding is of importance and one possible explanation
could be that periods of increased fertility and of economic wellbeing lead to a spatial autocorrelation
increase and more prominent role of geography in determining fertility clusters, while during economic
recessions fertility behavior becomes more dependent on factors other than space.
FIGURE 7.
Correlogram plot for TFR. Regional view

Source: Own elaboration of data, excluding Ceuta and Melilla.

3.2.2. Correlogram Analysis
The advantage of contiguity-based definitions, ignoring areas specific dimensions and distances
between centroids, is also its flaw Nevertheless, arbitrarily setting a distance may preclude finding
important scale patterns and overlook distance dynamics. Given that spatial autocorrelation is highly scaledependent, we implement correlogram analysis to examine patterns of spatial autocorrelation at increasing
distance lags for Spain mainland and macro-regions. This method makes use of R package pgirmess
(Giraudoux, 2013) and allows for computing Moran's I coefficient on an optimal number of distance
classes obtained through Sturges (1929) method from a set of spatial coordinates.

3

Source: INE.
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The correlograms in Figure 7 display on the x-axis the centroid distance in km and on the y-axis
Moran's I value, ranging from 0.5, clustering of similar values, to -0.5, indicating dispersion. To investigate
whether the effect of spatial autocorrelation can be attributed to specific regional patterns, we divide the
national territory into 13 macro-regions to maintain a minimum number of 30 comarcas per region to
ensure Moran’s I statistical validity (see figure 2 and table 1) and compare the correlograms across years
using total fertility. The first distance class (27.4 km) registers the highest positive and statistically
significant spatial autocorrelation, a rather short distance, which may hint at a small-scale clustering of
fertility. This distance captures the highest spatial autocorrelation of all distance bands, although with
values lower than contiguity-based definitions. This result suggests the importance of testing for different
neighborhood definitions carefully and not arbitrarily, as similar distance bands definitions, 20 km and
27.4 km, capture spatial autocorrelation differently. Moran's I remains significant and positive up to high
distances (close to 400km) surmising that the spatial effect of fertility for distance based neighbors is a
small-scale phenomenon across regions, retaining important influence at larger bounds too. Distance
classes vary substantially due to each region-specific feature, the first distance class for instance ranges from
6 km for Basque Country to 22km for the Canary Islands. Figure 7 reveals distinctive paths of spatial
dependency for Galicia, Catalonia, Castile Leon, Castile La Mancha, and Andalusia, reflecting a general
homogeneous and decreasing effect of distance. This particularly important finding pinpoints the spatial
distinctiveness of regions, such as Catalonia and Galicia, which have historically displayed not only
uniqueness in socio-cultural characteristics but also in fertility behavior.
The implementation of global measures of spatial autocorrelation focuses mainly on the neighboring
definition for one important reason: spatial autocorrelation is highly scale-dependent and the choice of
neighborhood can deeply impact not only the magnitude of spatial autocorrelation measures, such as
Moran’s I, but also its significance. Furthermore, choosing a neighborhood matrix without looking at
distance scale effect, solely based on Moran’s I magnitude and significance, may also preclude from
uncovering small-scale patterns that can be easily identified through correlogram analysis, as demonstrated
in the following section.

3.3. Local Indicators of Spatial Association
The last part of the analysis involves the clusterization of the considered variables by means of local
indicators of spatial association, LISA, which decompose the global indicator, in this case Moran’s I, into
its local equivalent (Anselin, 1995). LISA have the advantage of providing a measure of spatial dependence
at local level for each area, making it possible to plot the results on a map obtaining a representation of
spatial association (Anselin, 1995). Thus, LISA maps provide a measure for spatial autocorrelation for each
individual location, grouping similar values around a specific observation into four groups, high-high (HH
in red), high-low (HL in pink), low-high (LH in light blue), low-low (LL in blue) classified by the type of
spatial autocorrelation.
In this study, we applied LISA to test whether there are significant clusters of fertility in Spain and
to follow their evolution over time to understand how spatial relationships have changed over the last three
decades.
LISA maps offer a direct glimpse of how geographical diversity in fertility trends has evolved since
1981. As observed in section 3.1, the North-South divide for fertility is quite clear also through LISA maps
(Figures 8 and 9), with the North of Spain concentrating LL LISA clusters, while the Center-South,
especially Extremadura, Andalusia, and Castile La Mancha, display HH LISA clusters. This division
endures through the 1990s but shifts during the following decade, with the North and West regions of
the country (Galicia, North-West, and Castile and Leon) being the hot-spot for low fertility, while high
fertility clusters concentrate around big urban centers like Barcelona, Madrid, Basque Country, Murcia,
and Sevilla. Mean age at first birth and its progressive increase has been one of the driving forces behind
the recent fertility transformation of Spain.
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FIGURE 8.
LISA maps for total fertility rate. Years 1981, 1997, 2008, and 2018. First Order Rook Contiguity
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> 0.05
p p-value
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2018
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Source: Own elaboration of data, excluding Ceuta and Melilla.

FIGURE 9.
LISA maps for mean age at first birth. Years 1981, 1997, 2008, and 2018.
First Order Rook Contiguity
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Source: Own elaboration of data, excluding Ceuta and Melilla.
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3.4. Exploring the determinants of change
We introduce a spatial regression model to explore the relationship between fertility and socioeconomic covariates. The spatial lag model assumes that dependencies exist directly among the levels of
the dependent variable and its neighboring ‘lagged’ locations. The reason for including a spatial lag into
the regression model lies in the assumption that in a regular ordinary least square regression,
OLS, observations should be independent of each other. This assumption is clearly violated in the presence
of spatial auto-correlation, hence coefficient estimates would be biased.
We define the spatial lag model as:
𝑦 = 𝜌𝑊𝑦 + 𝛼 + 𝑋𝛽 + 𝜀 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝜀 ~ 𝑁(0; 𝜎 ( 𝐼)

(4)

The spatial components are represented by 𝜌𝑊𝑦 , where 𝜌 is the spatial-autoregressive coefficient,
W is the row-standardized n x n spatial weight matrix, and y is a n x 1 vector of observations of the
dependent variable of n=910 comarcas. X is a n x k matrix of observations of k independent variables, 𝜀 is
a vector of error terms assumed to have autocorrelation, and 𝛽 is a vector of k x 1 regression coefficients.
We select rook neighbourhood definition following section 3.2 results on spatial autocorrelation.
We check the set of covariates for collinearity through a variance inflation factor (VIF), which must
score below 4.0 (Fox and Weisberg, 2018). The appropriateness of the spatial lag has been assessed using
Anselin (1988) Lagrange Multiplier test, which needs to be non-significant to confirm the absence of
spatial autocorrelation (and thus bias) in the model. We apply this model to explain fertility change for
each year where explanatory variables are available and utilize as dependent variable the average of fertility
two years prior and after for a total of four time points (1981, 1991, 2001, 2011), whose choice is dictated
mainly by the availability of covariates with the maximum spatial disaggregation. The model results
include the following evaluation metrics: Likelihood ratio test (LR test), which tests whether the spatial
model appropriateness; the Lagrange multiplier test (LM test) for residual autocorrelation; the AIC for the
selected model, and the OLS counterpart.

3.4.1. Results of the spatial lag model
Tables 3 presents the results for the spatial lag model and its AIC measurements. The spatial lag
model is the best approach as LR test value appears to be positive and statistically significant as well as AIC
scores for the spatial lag model is smaller than its OLS counterpart. The indexes included in Table 3 (lower
part) suggest that our lag model is the right choice and successfully removes the bias arising from spatial
correlation. All rho(s) are positive, significant, and substantially lower than the Moran’s I reported in Table
2, signifying the ability of the spatial lag model to capture the bias arising from spatial autocorrelation in
the dependent variable. Rho(s) represents an extra spatial covariate that summarises the clustering of
fertility: when fertility rises in an area, other neighboring areas will follow even after controlling for all the
other covariates. The LM test value for model residuals confirms the appropriateness of the spatial lag
model. Overall, all the socio-economic covariates included in the model contribute to explain the changes
in fertility and help depicting a clearer picture of what factors play a crucial part. The covariates can be
divided in three main categories: variables associated with family formation (i.e., age at first birth, births
outside of wedlock), with labor market (i.e., female activity rate), and with migration (i.e. presence of
Latin American women).
Since 1981, the fast transformation of the family into more secular forms is mirrored by the results
reported in Table 3. Indeed, fertility shifted from being negatively impacted by the presence of births
outside of wedlock and the proportion of married women, as marriage was the universal form of family
formation and births outside of wedlock were a rare event (Rutigliano & Andersen, 2018). Marriage is
increasingly tied to childbearing, shifting from being the official start of cohabitation and leaving the
parental home to family formation. Similarly, births outside of wedlock shift from being rare in the 1980s
and 1990s and having a negative impact on total fertility, to becoming statistically non-significant in 2011.
Mean age at first birth is the only explanatory variable that is negative throughout the four time periods,
although it declines in magnitude, possibly parallel to a universal fertility decrease and later childbearing.
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It is interesting to observe that another covariate that keeps a constant and significant effect is the
proportion of working age population with a fixed contract. Indeed, job stability has often been identified
as one key factor that positively influences total fertility (Adsera, 2004). Labor market related covariates
(Table 3: rows 6-9) can be seen as indicators of a society shifting away from the male breadwinner model
(high positive impact of male activity rate in 1981 on total fertility), to a labor market where women’s
presence in specialized jobs (higher education access by women) is increasingly more and more common
and having a positive impact on total fertility (Adsera, 2004; Requena & Salazar, 2014). Female
participation switches from negative in 1981 to positive in 2001, year close to economic expansion in
Spain before the 2008 economic recession, which led to a general contraction of fertility rates in all
countries affected (Sobotka, Skirbekk, & Philipov, 2011).
TABLE 3.
Total fertility rate spatial lag model results for the four distinct points in time corresponding
to the last four censusc
1981

1991

2001

2011

2.74

***

0.93

*

-0.51

***

-0.40

-0.14

***

-0.08

***

-0.01

*

-0.03

***

1.11

‘

1.46

***

0.23

***

0.95

***

-1.60

***

0.62

***

1.08

***

1.89

***

-1.65

***

-0.92

***

0.32

***

0.06

Male activity rate

2.09

***

1.18

***

0.22

***

0.28

Female activity rate

-0.96

***

0.07

0.14

***

0.14

0.60

***

0.71

***

0.54

***

0.48

***

0.83

***

0.75

***

-0.004

-0.14

‘

0.02

**

-0.03

***

0.001

0.03

***

% Latin American
women

-0.05

0.67

***

% African women

2.90

2.80

***

(Intercept)
Mean age at first
birth
High education
female
% of married
women
% out of wedlock
births

% Employed fixed
contract
% Employed in
tertiary
Area2

***

Rho:
LR test value:

0.25
45.32***

0.26
48.56***

0.25
61.81***

0.21
43.42***

AIC:
AIC for ols:

227.62
270.93

-440.19
-393.64

-2065.5
-2005.7

-947.41
-906

LM test value:
p-value:

4.37
0.037’

1.26
0.261

2.76
0.097

0.31
0.58

‘

*** <0.0001, ** <0.001, * <0.01, ‘ <0.05
C

Source: Own elaboration of data, excluding Ceuta and Melilla. Source: Vital Statistics Microdata 1979-2018; Census
Microdata 1981, 1991, 2001 and 2011 and Population Register Microdata 1986 and annual statistics 1998-2018, INE.
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Years 2001 and 2011 include an extra set of covariates that measure migrant women’s presence, as
migration to Spain began in the late 1990s early 2000s and its effect was still negligible in 1991. The
presence of women of childbearing age born in African countries is positive and significative for both
periods included, signifying that comarcas in which their presence is higher also register higher total
fertility. This finding is in line with a corpus of research that attests a much higher fertility of African
migrants, with respect to Spanish born women (Stonawski, Potančoková, & Skirbekk, 2016; Vila &
Martin, 2007). However, Latin American women’s effect is not so straightforward, and although
significant and positive for 2011, it is smaller than that of African women. Indeed, Latin American
women’s transition to first birth happens earlier although overall, they exhibit fertility schedules very
similar to those of Spanish born women (Devolder, & Bueno, 2011; Gonzalez-Ferrer et al., 2017).

4.

Discussion

In this article, we studied the presence of spatial autocorrelation in childbearing behavior across 910
Spanish geographical units over a 38-year period (1981-2018). Spain is a country with outstanding
diversity, with linguistic and cultural identities, which often translate “demographically” into
heterogeneous fertility trends, substantially varying from region to region and province to province. Our
main contribution has been in employing data at a smaller geographical scale for an extended period that
covers the most recent decades. We have highlighted important divergences in childbearing trends across
the country that could not be evinced from national, regional, or even provincial data. Employing spatial
analysis tools such as Moran’s I, correlogram analysis, LISA maps, and spatial regression have proven the
existence of positive and significant clustering of areas with similar values. Indeed, our main hypothesis
that there is spatial autocorrelation in fertility behavior for all variables throughout the considered period
is supported by the results, both at a global and local scale.
Moran’s I results for all the considered variables indicate that spatial autocorrelation is present
throughout the considered time frame and does not decrease over time, but rather fluctuates, seemingly
decreasing during times of fertility decline, such as in the mid 1990s, and increasing at times of fertility
expansion, as in the 2000s. This variation, however, does not see spatial autocorrelation disappear, but
remains positive and high throughout the decades considered. This finding is of importance as between
1981 and 2018, the difference in childbearing indices among the various areas seems to decrease, hinting
at a reduction of the spatial divergence and at a likely reduction in spatial autocorrelation as well due to
convergence in trends. Even though graphic or cartographic representation of fertility trends may be
helpful, the sole heuristic approach is not enough to identify and assess fertility trends non-randomness.
Indeed, further analysis using spatial techniques proves the possibility of a decrease in spatial
autocorrelation wrong, as spatial variation is present throughout the considered timeframe and does not
decrease over time.
The comparison between contiguity and distance-based weights matrices suggests that the choice of
a specific neighborhood definition is not a trivial process. In this study, first rook contiguity proves to be
the specification capturing the highest spatial autocorrelation, thus ignoring distances in a map where areas
surface and distances between centroids can vary substantially. The employment of correlogram analysis
also helps in providing a scale to spatial autocorrelation: highest at very small distances, positive and
significant at large distances, thus spatial clustering of fertility can be expected to be a small area
phenomenon (first order neighbors) with the ability to encompass large areas. Moreover, the application
of correlogram analysis to single macro-regions highlights significant and positive spatial autocorrelation
and autocorrelation patterns that persist in time (as for Galicia and Catalonia). This finding is particularly
important as it stresses the role of regional autonomies not only with specific cultural and linguistic
identities but also with a documented history of distinct childbearing patterns (Cabré Pla, 1999; Cabré
Pla and Pujadas Rúbies 1989; Devolder & Cabré Pla, 2009; Leasure, 1963; Livi-Bacci, 1968a, 1968b).
The advantage of employing spatial analysis is not only to globally assess the presence of spatial
autocorrelation, that similar values tend to cluster together, but also to identify such clusters. Indeed, LISA
cluster analysis helps to depict the shift in the geographical distribution of fertility over the country. The
last three decades have seen a profound transformation in fertility trends across the Iberian country with
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a sharp decrease in overall fertility and delay of childbearing, but with substantial differences in space that
do not match provincial boundaries. Cluster analysis shows not only that spatial autocorrelation does not
disappear, but also that over time clusters change. The classic North-South division ceases to exist leaving
room for high fertility clusters located in big cities such as Madrid, and Barcelona (see i.e., Bayona-iCarrasco et al., 2016; Lopez-Villanueva et al., 2014; Pujadas Rúbies et al., 2013) and the North-West to
emerge as the focal point for low fertility (Gil-Alonso, 2000).
Spatial regression is the appropriate method to explain changes in fertility as it provides results
unbiased by spatial correlation. It also gives insights on which factors had a substantial role in shaping
fertility. Indeed, the biggest changes throughout time that impacted Spain can be identified in the variables
considered in our model: family formation, labor market and migration. Marriage has become an indicator
for family-oriented values (Adsera, 2006) and is the strongest predictor of higher fertility after African
migrants’ presence. Persistent shocks to the economy still negatively impact fertility. Among all labor
market indicators, job stability (and proportion having a fixed contract) holds a constant positive effect
throughout almost four decades. Moreover, female participation to the labor force has shifted sign and has
become a positive influence on overall fertility, signifying that areas with higher female activity rate also
show higher fertility rates, thus furthering the positive relationship between fertility and economic
conditions.
The subnational perspective on fertility provides the chance to examine how socio-economic
determinants affect fertility dynamics, but it can also contribute to deepen our understanding of how
fertility clusters evolve through time. Further research is clearly needed, especially employing data that can
offer detailed age groups, both for women and men, to better focus the analysis on individuals of
childbearing age.
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